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1.Personal information
First name(s) / Surname(s)

VADYM V.

Age

26

Address

Ukraine, 10020

Gender

Male

Marital status

Married

Nationality

Ukrainian

Religion

Orthodox

Height/weight

178 cm/80 kg

Smoking

Sometimes

2.Desired employment

Trainee at pig breeding farm.

3.Education
Dates

2019 - 2022

Type of organisation providing education
and training

Professional Agrarian Lyceum, post-secondary non-tertiary, 3 years

Speciality/ Title of qualification awarded

Veterinary

4.Personal skills and competences
Mother tongue

Ukrainian

Other language(s)

English - Satisfactory, Russian - Perfect

Driver licence

Car

Equipment experience
5.Hobbies and interests

Fishing

6.Job start date

As soon as possible

Autobiography

My name is Vadym Vyporkhoniuk. I'm 25 years old. I am married. I have a small family. My wife's name is
Kateryna, she is 23 years old. We don`t have children yet. My father's name is Petro, he is a policeman. My
mother's name is Svitlana, she is a nurse. My sister's name is Vika, she is raising a little son Daniel, he is 3 years
old. My height is 178 cm, my weight is 80 kg.
In 2001 I went to school and graduated in 2012. In 2012, I went to serve in the National Guard of Ukraine, and
served there for 6 years. For this time I came to conclusion that I would like to get the education in agriculture and
connect my professional life with this field as I was used to and liked it. My grandmother lives in the village. She
has pigs and always when I have time I help her take care of them.
In 2019 I entered the Vocational Agrarian Lyceum on the faculty of veterinary and stockbreeding. When I was
studying in the first semester, I undertook the practice on the training farm founded specially for students of the
lyceum. I was responsible for taking care of the animals, feeding and giving water to them, moving the animals,
washing the stables.
I can speak English on the satisfactory level and Russian on the perfect level. My native language is Ukrainian. I
have the driving license of a category "B" and I can and like to drive a car. My hobby is fishing.
I want to do an internship in Denmark with my wifeon a pig-breeding farm. Danish agriculture is one of the most
advanced and there is a lot to learn from. I would be thankful for the opportunity to gain experience in Denmark.
Regards,
Vadym

